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Pretium’s Catch-22 
Viceroy addresses Pretium ’s revised ARR and presents new evidence supporting overmining 

thesis. (PVG:TSX / PVG:NYSE)  

SEPTEMBER 11, 2018 – On 6 September, 2018, Viceroy research published its first report on Pretium Resources 

detailing what we believe is a scheme to distort the company’s mining results and inflate the projected reserves 

of the company’s Brucejack mine.  

On September 10 Pretium issued a press release correcting its 2017 Annual Reclamation Report, the contents 

of which were used in Viceroy’s original report. We believe this is a badly thought-out attempt at damage control 

for the following reasons: 

▪ Pretium’s new ARR figures are internally inconsistent and imply that Pretium misreported the Brucejack 

mine underground void by the volume of 140 Olympic-size swimming pools. 

▪ The decrease in the change of underground void volume continues to present major discrepancies to 

Pretium’s feasibility study, particularly around expected and historical bulk density figures obtained from 

the Brucejack mine 

▪ If investors choose to accept that no overmining has occurred, a pandora’s box of serious operational issues 

continues to plague Pretium. Specifically, it becomes inexplicable that Pretium’s COGS and Capex have 

blown totally out of proportion and why explosive has dramatically exceeded expectation.  

▪ Viceroy present new evidence of accelerated mine development from comments by Pretium management 

in last week’s Rodman Conference. Pretium appear to have accelerated stoping by 18-24 months, moving 

well into the VOK lower zone well ahead of schedule. If investors choose to accept no overmining has 

occurred, Pretium’s accelerated mine development and excess dore recoveries imply the company is 

selectively mining high grade deposits, and has already exhausted a large portion of these in the VOK-

lower/upper zones. 

▪ Viceroy present new evidence of excess waste generated by Pretium throughout its development phase. 

Pretium sought indefinite extension of time to dispose of excess waste in extracted from its mines. Viceroy’s 

consultants confirm This is further evidence that the rate of mining and development at Brucejack mine far 

exceeds the design of the mine site, given that as far back as 2015 it was clear that Pretium lacked the 

correct equipment to dispose of waste ore. 

Investors must seriously consider the implications of Pretium’s financial and operational 

figures should they choose to accept that no overmining has occurred. Further, they 

should question management as to their responses to our findings, instead of confining 

their responses to fireside chats with sell-side analysts. 

Viceroy continue to believe that Pretium’s grades will fall significantly, operating metrics/analysis has been 

distorted, and assets will be seized by its secured creditors as collateral as the company is overburdened by debt.  

Viceroy maintains its belief that Pretium’s equity is likely worthless. 
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Attention: Whistleblowers  

Viceroy encourage any parties with information pertaining to misconduct within Pretium or any other entity to file a report 

with the appropriate regulatory body.   

We also understand first-hand the retaliation whistleblowers sometimes face for championing these issues. Where possible, 

Viceroy is happy act as intermediaries in providing information to regulators and reporting information in the public interest 

in order to protect the identities of whistleblowers.  

You can contact the Viceroy team via email on viceroyresearch@gmail.com. 

About Viceroy  

Viceroy Research are an investigative financial research group. As global markets become increasingly opaque and complex 

– and traditional gatekeepers and safeguards often compromised – investors and shareholders are at greater risk than ever 

of being misled or uninformed by public companies and their promoters and sponsors. Our mission is to sift fact from fiction 

and encourage greater management accountability through transparency in reporting and disclosure by public companies 

and overall improve the quality of global capital markets.  

Important Disclaimer – Please read before continuing 

This report has been prepared for educational purposes only and expresses our opinions. This report and any statements 

made in connection with it are the authors’ opinions, which have been based upon publicly available facts, field research, 

information, and analysis through our due diligence process, and are not statements of fact. All expressions of opinion are 

subject to change without notice, and we do not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, 

analysis and opinion contained in them. We believe that the publication of our opinions about public companies that we 

research is in the public interest. We are entitled to our opinions and to the right to express such opinions in a public forum. 

You can access any information or evidence cited in this report or that we relied on to write this report from information in 

the public domain.  

To the best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained from 

public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the stock covered 

herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. We have a good-faith belief in 

everything we write; however, all such information is presented "as is," without warranty of any kind – whether express or 

implied.  

In no event will we be liable for any direct or indirect trading losses caused by any information available on this report. Think 

critically about our opinions and do your own research and analysis before making any investment decisions. We are not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. By downloading, reading or otherwise using this report, you agree to 

do your own research and due diligence before making any investment decision with respect to securities discussed herein, 

and by doing so, you represent to us that you have sufficient investment sophistication to critically assess the information, 

analysis and opinions in this report. You should seek the advice of a security professional regarding your stock transactions.  

This document or any information herein should not be interpreted as an offer, a solicitation of an offer, invitation, marketing 

of services or products, advertisement, inducement, or representation of any kind, nor as investment advice or a 

recommendation to buy or sell any investment products or to make any type of investment, or as an opinion on the merits 

or otherwise of any particular investment or investment strategy. 

Any examples or interpretations of investments and investment strategies or trade ideas are intended for illustrative and 

educational purposes only and are not indicative of the historical or future performance or the chances of success of any 

particular investment and/or strategy.  

As of the publication date of this report, you should assume that the authors have a direct or indirect interest/position in all 

stocks (and/or options, swaps, and other derivative securities related to the stock) and bonds covered herein, and therefore 

stand to realize monetary gains in the event that the price of either declines.  

The authors may continue transacting directly and/or indirectly in the securities of issuers covered on this report for an 

indefinite period and may be long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of their initial recommendation.  

mailto:viceroyresearch@gmail.com
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ARR revision 
On September 10, 2018 Pretium released that it had made an error in its 2017 Annual Reclamation Report to 

the British Columbia Ministry of Energy and Mining. 

 
Figure 1 Pretivm files Amended Provincial 2017 Annual Reclamation Report Correcting the Total Volume of Rock Excavated 

in 20171 

The company claims that the 2017 excavation increased size of the underground void by 483,992m3, not 

773,000m3 as previously “misstated”. Investors are now told that 773,000m3 is instead the void size over the 

mine’s life to date.  

How dense are you? 
Pretium’s amendment of void size has serious implications on the density of the ore and waste in Brucejack, part 

of which we covered in our previous report. Using the company’s reported ore figures and ore-to-waste ratios, 

the total mass of all excavation is 1,168,456t which, when divided by the new total volume excavated, results in 

a bulk density factor of 2.41/m3. 

 
Figure 2 Viceroy Analysis 

This is far below not only anticipated results from numerous samples (which have minimal variance across 

regions and material) but also far below the allegedly correct 2016 implied density: 

 
Figures 3 & 4 Sample specific gravity2 & Average bulk density values3 

                                                                 
1 https://www.pretivm.com/news/news-details/2018/Pretivm-Files-Amended-Provincial-2017-Annual-Reclamation-
Report-Correcting-the-Total-Volume-of-Rock-Excavated-in-2017/default.aspx  
2 Feasibility Study and Technical Report on the Brucejack Project, Stewart, BC by Tetra Tech – June 21, 2013 – page 232 
3 Mineral Resources Update Technical Report – December 19, 2013 – page 110 

Density calculation ARR (FY 17) PVG Filings (H2 17)

Underground - Ore (t) 684,464           552,205                 

Anticipated waste as % ore (feasibility) N/A 36%

Undergound - Waste (t) 483,992           198,794                 

Total (t) 1,168,456        750,999                 

Pro-rata volume multiplier (based on ARR tonnage table) 1.00                 0.65                       

Divided by : ARR Volume - (m3) 483,992           314,595                 

Implied density (t/m3) 2.41                 2.39                       

https://www.pretivm.com/news/news-details/2018/Pretivm-Files-Amended-Provincial-2017-Annual-Reclamation-Report-Correcting-the-Total-Volume-of-Rock-Excavated-in-2017/default.aspx
https://www.pretivm.com/news/news-details/2018/Pretivm-Files-Amended-Provincial-2017-Annual-Reclamation-Report-Correcting-the-Total-Volume-of-Rock-Excavated-in-2017/default.aspx
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Figure 5 Viceroy Analysis 

Note that in 2016, minimal ore was mined – a majority of the volume excavated was waste from pre-commercial 

development. To accentuate this issue: if we were to compare this to 2017 waste density by assuming bulk 

density for the total tonnes of ore mined, the implied waste density in 2017 would be 33% less than in 2016, for 

no apparent reason. 

 
Figure 6 Viceroy Analysis 

We believe the motive for this hasty amendment t result this has on our calculations for gold grade.  

For the density to reconcile to 2.78t/m3, a waste to ore ratio of 143.66% would be required. 

 
Figure 7 Viceroy Analysis 

Note that as the ARR refers to volume in terms of void expansion, this implies the rock is not blasted. Comments 

directed to us relaying that we must consider the density of crushed rock will be ignored – it is a moot point.  

It is convenient that Pretium have corrected a figure which cannot be audited and is not subject to audit scrutiny 

in order to attempt to debunk our report. Unfortunately for investors, choosing to trust this figure opens a 

pandoras box of inexplicable over costing, environmental concerns, operational anomalies and lack of financial 

controls. This is the Catch-22. 

  

2016 ARR Density calculations 2016

2016 void increase (m3) 254,211           

Underground  - ore (t) 57,996             

Underground -  waste (t) 711,790           

Implied bulk density 3.03                 

Holding ore density to realistic standards

Estimated/tested bulk density 2.78                 

Underground - Ore (t) (per ARR) 684,464           

Implied ore extraction (m3) 246,210           

Less: total underground excavation - 2017 483,992           

Implied waste extraction (m3) 237,782           

Actual waste tonnage 483,992           

Implied waste density 2.04                 

From ARR excavation

Ore mined 483,992          

Waste mined 684,464          

Total mined 1,168,456       

From company figures 2017

Ore mined 552,205          

Waste mined 119,426          

Total mined 671,631          

Shortfall 496,825          
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Overblown costing 
Viceroy discussed in detail the excessive capitalization and excessive operating costs incurred by Pretium in our 

preliminary report. A summary of our findings is below: 

COGS mismatch 
The follow extract from Pretium’s 2014 feasibility study forecasts operating costs of CAD 163/tonne of ore mined 

and processed. For ore not processed, a cost of CAD 93/tonne is forecast. In consultation with industry experts, 

we believe this figure is conservative. 

 
Figure 8 Section 15.2 Cut-off grade4 

We have used this data to derive an estimate cost of sales based on Brucejack’s first 12 months of commercial, 

ramped production: 

 
Figure 9 Viceroy Analysis 

Note that, outside of Q3 2017, costs have blown out significantly on a relative basis, up to 130% over expectation 

in Q2 2018 and averaged 71% over expectation for the first year of commercial production. If we were to take 

actual costs and reverse the equation, we would have expected Pretium to have mined ~73% more ore relative 

to waste.  

If investors choose to accept management’s assertion that no overmining has occurred, 

they must seek answers as to why operating costs have been overblown. 

                                                                 
4 Feasibility Study and Technical Report Update on the Brucejack Project, Stewart, BC by Tetra Tech – June 19, 2014 – page 
158 

COGS Analysis (Quarterly) Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018 Q2 2018 First 12 months Implied tonnage calc

Expected ore COS/tonne CAD/tonne 163.05             163.05             163.05             163.05             163.05                   163.05                             

Implied expected waste COS/tonne CAD/tonne 93.00               93.00               93.00               93.00               93.00                     93.00                               

USD/CAD period start USD/CAD 1.2491             1.2466             1.2627             1.2893             1.2491                   1.2491                             

USD/CAD period end USD/CAD 1.2468             1.2573             1.2896             1.3141             1.3141                   1.3141                             

USD/CAD period average USD/CAD 1.2480             1.2520             1.2762             1.3017             1.2816                   1.2816                             

Expected ore COS/tonne USD/tonne 130.65             130.24             127.76             125.26             127.22                   127.22                             

Implied expected waste COS/tonne USD/tonne 74.52               74.28               72.87               71.45               72.57                     72.57                               

Ore mined tonnes 271,534           280,671           268,339           248,506           1,069,050              1,851,547                       

Year 1 waste-to-ore ratio % 36.11% 36.11% 36.11% 36.11% 36.11% 36.11%

Waste mined tonnes 98,051             101,350           96,897             89,736             386,034                 668,594                           

Ore cost USD 000's 35,477             36,553             34,284             31,128             137,442                 235,559                           

Waste cost USD 000's 7,307                7,529                7,061                6,411                28,308                   48,517                             

Calculated cost of sales 42,784             44,082             41,345             37,539             165,750                 284,076                           

Reported cost of sales USD 000's 44,912             80,168             72,588             86,408             284,076                 284,076                           

Difference USD 000's 2,128                36,086             31,243             48,869             118,326                 -                                   

Difference % 4.97% 81.86% 75.57% 130.18% 71.39% 0.00%
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Overcapitalization of mine development 
Pretium’s 2014 feasibility study indicates that an initial capital outlay of ~US$746m would be required to bring 

the mine up to commercialization, ~US$289m of which would be required to develop the Brucejack mineral 

property (i.e. not including PPE or indirect costs). Per discussions with our mineral consultants, we have 

highlighted these relevant costs below: 

 
Figure 10 Table 1.4 Summary of Initial Capital Cost5 

In 2017 alone, over US$420m of construction capex was attributed to Pretium’s mineral property account: 

 
Figure 11 Pretium 2017 Annual Financial Report – Note 8 Mineral Properties, Plant and Equipment 

                                                                 
5 Feasibility Study and Technical Report Update on the Brucejack Project, Stewart, BC by Tetra Tech – June 19, 2014 – page 
42 
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This follows a CAD 513m transfer to mineral properties from “Exploration and evaluation assets” in 2015, 

bringing the Mineral Properties asset balance to >US$800m, or ~US$670m when excluding the purchase price 

for the mine of ~$138m.  

Simply put, the real capital outlay for the development of Pretium’s mineral properties is 

over 2x the expected capital outlay in the 2014 feasibility study, likely a major factor in 

Pretium’s over-indebtedness.  

The remaining ~$458m feasibility budgeted outlay attributed to PPE or other indirect, capitalized fixed asset 

outlays also appears to have been overblown, with pre-depreciation PPE balances at $544m at Q4 2017.  

In Q2 2018, Pretium reported free cash flows of $72m, partially driven by lower than expected AISC per ounce 

of gold sold of $648 relative to previous quarters ($1,009/oz in Q1 2018) and limited sustaining capex, which 

management advised will be significantly higher in the second half of 20186. 

Given the quantum of evidence suggesting Pretium has overmined in 2017, Viceroy believe Pretium have been 

capitalizing operational costs in the 2017 financial year to bump 2018 results. In other words, Pretium have 

taken a capitalized earnings bath to push favorable results during a debt refinance period. 

If overmining is not the case – why have these been blown so far out of proportion? 

Operational Anomalies 

Explosives consumption rates tell a similar story 
According to page 218 of the June 2014 feasibility study update:  

 
Figure 12 Explosives Vehicles7 

On page 90 the 2017 ARR states "Explosives use from January through December totaled 1,032,863 kg for 

development blasting and 346,206 kg for longhole Blasting".  

 
Figure 13 4.5.2.2 Underground Mine Water8  

This equates to 40% more than was anticipated by the feasibility study. 

                                                                 
6 https://seekingalpha.com/article/4197685-pretium-resources-inc-pvg-ceo-joseph-ovsenek-q2-2018-results-earnings-call-
transcript  
7 Feasibility Study and Technical Report Update on the Brucejack Project, Stewart, BC by Tetra Tech – June 19, 2014 – page 
218  
8 Pretium 2017 Brucejack gold mine Annual Reclamation Report – page 90 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4197685-pretium-resources-inc-pvg-ceo-joseph-ovsenek-q2-2018-results-earnings-call-transcript
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4197685-pretium-resources-inc-pvg-ceo-joseph-ovsenek-q2-2018-results-earnings-call-transcript
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Figure 14 Viceroy Analysis  

This excess of explosive use in consistent with Viceroy’s overproduction thesis. 

Having consulted with mining experts and geologists, save for a dramatic in structure and geology, mining 

companies are usually able to develop a well-versed model for explosives use that is very accurate. When 

completing the bulk sample, Pretium should have had an accurate and workable reference for an explosives 

management plan in its feasibility study. Due to Pretium’s admission that they have filed inaccurate statements, 

we find it hard to believe that any science behind the explosives use would remain uncorrected – inaccurate to 

a factor of >40%.  

As such it leads Viceroy to believe that when considered in conjunction with COGS, Capex, development 

acceleration that Pretium are in fact moving more earth than planned. This is also corroborated in the company’s 

environmental disclosures and permits that suggest a complete bottle-neck in waste ore. 

Even when allowing explosive quantities will vary depending on breakage effectiveness, rock type, rock 

hardness, explosives cost versus crushing costs, and overall refinements to mining operations, our consultants 

believe this excess is far too extreme. 

Mine development acceleration 
Pretium’s appears to be accelerating its mine plan in the face of what we believe to be a failure to find suitable 

high-grade ore to mill. As previously discussed, Pretium’s significant upcoming financing needs provide a strong 

incentive for management to release news of high grades, even if this means accelerating the development of 

Brucejack.   

Pretium’s 2014 Feasibility study outlines the grouping of stopes based on elevation above sea level, the order in 

which they were forecasted to be mined and anticipated output from each zone. 

 
Figure 15 16.4.2 Pre-production development 

Explosive use 

Development blasting explosive use (tonnes) 1,033       

Longhole blasting explosive use (tonnes) 346           

Total explosive use (tonnes) 1,379       

Daily explosive use (tonnes/day) 3.78          

Explosive use estimate (tonnes/day) 2.70          

% explosive over estimate 39.94%
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Figure 16 Life of Mine Production Schedule by Mining Block 

As can be seen from the above figures, the majority of year 1 to 5 ore was projected to come from the VOK 

middle level defined as the sill elevation at the 1200 level. This was not the case.  

Following poor grades, Pretium’s Q4 2017 production update already mentioned moving up from the 1200 level, 

with it accounting for only 25% of mill feed. The rest, presumably, came from the VOK upper level. 

 
Figures 17 & 18 Pretivm Reports Fourth Quarter and Year End 2017 Results 

This is strange as the VOK middle level contained the largest deposit and was expected to buttress ore 

production for the first 5 years of mine life with a supposed grade of 14.9g/t 

 
Figure 19 Brucejack Mineral Reserves by Mining Block 

Instead, the focus at Brucejack became the development of the VOK upper level. Pretium CEO Joe Ovsenek at 

the Rodman & Renshaw Conference on September 5, 2018: 

“We’re currently mining at between the 1200-meter level and the 1410-meter level, and we’re 

continuing with our ramp development up to the 1500-meter level…and we’re ramping down to the 

900-meter level” 
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Figure 20 Extract from Pretium Slide Deck – Rodman Conference 2018 

 

Of note is the Cleopatra Vein’s presence at 1345 level as clearly mapped in the bulk sample program. We believe 

this is responsible for the company’s sudden grade improvement in Q2 2018 and sudden rush to reach the VOK 

upper level. The VOK middle level obviously yielded poor results and had to be compensated for with a source 

whose mineralization was better understood.  

 
Figure 21 Plan view (1345 level) of bulk sample area 

We put it to investors that: 

1. The company is selectively mining stopes to provide the street with the grades required to continue the 

Brucejack illusion. 

2. Pretium has a poor understanding of the mineral resource at Brucejack, with recent improvements in 

grade due to the company mining the only portion of the VOK zone it appears to understand. 

Importantly, the rapid development of Pretium’s mine corroborates evidence of overmining. The catch 22 here 

is that, if investors choose to accept overmining does not exist, we believe it is evident that the company has 

been selectively mining for high-grade ore by accelerating region development by 18-24 months. This thesis 

would be supported by excess dore being produced at Pretium’s mill – discussed below. 
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Dore/Concentrate mismatch 
Brucejack is producing far more dore relative to concentrate than originally planned. We do not believe this is a 

happy surprise but a product of selective stoping which would throw out the balance of dore-to-concentrate 

produced. Dore is a semi-pure alloy of gold and silver, produced from nuggety veins.  

The 2014 feasibility study outlines the expected ratio of dore-to-concentrate produced for the lifetime of the 

Brucejack mine. These assumptions already assume a forward loading of the mine’s output as laid out earlier in 

the 2014 feasibility study.  

While year 1 and 2 were projected to have higher dore percentages, this was only 1 percentage point above the 

LOM average: 

 
Figure 22 Projected Gold and Silver Production 

Pretium has actually been producing is 50% more dore relative to forecasts: 

 
Figure 23 Viceroy Analysis 

Dore/Concentrate output analysis

Forecast Q3 2017 Q4 2017 Q1 2018 Q2 2018 Total (oz)

Ore Milled (t) 209,873           209,873           209,873           209,873           839,490          

Head Grade (g/t) 15.4                 15.4                 15.4                 15.4                 15.4                

Gold milled (t) 103,912           103,912           103,912           103,912           415,649          

Recovery (%) 96.8% 96.8% 96.8% 96.8% 96.8% 

Gold Produced (oz) 100,587           100,587           100,587           100,587           402,348          

Gold - Dore (oz) 45,935             45,935             45,935             45,935             183,741          

Recovery (%) 44.1% 44.1% 44.1% 44.1% 44.1% 

Gold - Concentrate (oz) 54,848             54,848             54,848             54,848             219,391          

Recovery (%) 52.7% 52.7% 52.7% 52.7% 52.7% 

Actual

Ore Milled (t) 261,262           271,501           261,443           236,990           1,031,196      

Head Grade (g/t) 10.5                 8.2                    9.1                    14.9                 15.4                

Gold milled (t) 88,197             71,577             76,491             113,529           349,795          

Recovery (%) 96.5% 95.8% 96.8% 97.7% 96.7% 

Gold Produced (oz) 85,111             68,571             74,043             110,918           493,718          

Gold - Dore (oz) 46,922             47,247             44,568             79,620             218,357          

Recovery (%) 53.2% 66.0% 58.3% 70.1% 61.9% 

Gold - Concentrate (oz) 38,189             21,324             29,475             31,298             120,285          

Recovery (%) 43.3% 29.8% 38.5% 27.6% 34.8% 
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This anomaly was corroborated by Pretium CEO Joe Ovsenek at the Rodman & Renshaw 20th Annual Global 

Investment Conference on September 5, 2018. 

“…we get about two-thirds of our gold out in dore, and one third out in flotation concentrate” 

As far as we have been able to ascertain, management has not attempted to explain these differences between 

its forecast and actual dore output. We believe this deviation is due to the excessive mining of the Cleopatra 

vein which appears to have been occurring since at least Q3 2017. 

Note that this does not debunk the evidence that volume extracted from the mine far exceeds managements’ 

disclosures. Excess mining will allow for selective milling of high grade stock. This is corroborated by evidence 

above and newly presented evidence showing excess stockpiling at the Pretium site: 

Increase in PAG waste time-on surface. 
Since 2015, Brucejack mine has requested several extensions for the amount of time it can keep potentially acid-

generating (PAG) rock stockpiled. For clarity all ore and waste rock from the Brucejack mine is classified as PAG. 

 
Figure 24 20.1.4 Acid Rock Drainage/Metal Leaching 

The period PAG waste was allowed to spend at surface increased from 6 months to 24 months from July 2015 

to March 2017, partially due to a failure of the waste rock dump slope in October 2015. 

 
Figure 25 Brucejack Mine Permit dated July 22, 20159 

 
Figure 26 Operation, Maintenance and Surveillance Manual: Brucejack Gold Mine dated March 201710 

We believe this increase in time is due to the increased excavation at Brucejack mine which is outpacing the 

company’s ability to dispose it into Brucejack lake. Development at the mine shows no signs of slowing from the 

700m/month pace set by management and as such we believe Pretium requested this increased allowance to 

facilitate its overmining and development needs. 

Management attributes this excess waste issue to excess fine material present in the rock. Every consultant we 

have spoken to has advised that this is a non-issue – addition of a further telescopic conveyer if this was the sole 

issue. We opine that the issue is likely excess volume. 

This is further evidence that the rate of mining and development at Brucejack mine far exceeds the design of 

the mine site, given that as far back as 2015 it was clear that Pretium lacked the correct equipment to dispose 

of waste ore. 

                                                                 
9 https://mines.empr.gov.bc.ca/api/document/5931c6d6939001001cd0144d/fetch  
10 https://mines.empr.gov.bc.ca/api/document/594950f5f7a09c001d4c7316/fetch  

https://mines.empr.gov.bc.ca/api/document/5931c6d6939001001cd0144d/fetch
https://mines.empr.gov.bc.ca/api/document/594950f5f7a09c001d4c7316/fetch
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Simply put, should be mine be operating at expected capacity/volume, there should not 

have been any excess waste, and no need to seek permission to hold this excess waste for 

an extended period of time. 

Viceroy is currently conferring with environmental experts in order to provide a further assessment on the 

environmental implications of the PAG. 

Employee turnover 
Viceroy have been advised by numerous sources connected to the company that Pretium’s employee turnover 

has been excessively high, especially within the Technical team. While we are not privy to the circumstances 

surrounding these large turnovers, we largely see this as a major red flag. 

Conclusion  
Pretium has failed to address in any depth the issues raised in our report including: 

▪ The involvement of SEC-sanctioned fraudster Sima Muroff in the bulk sample program’s milling operations 

▪ The narrowing of drill core spacings as part of the grade control program, the results of which show no 

continuity within the VOK deposit 

▪ Accelerated mine development 

▪ Resignation of key consultants 

▪ Blown-out costs 

Investors must seriously consider the implications of Pretium’s financial and operational 

figures should they choose to accept that no overmining has occurred. Further, they 

should question management as to their responses to our findings, instead of confining 

their responses to fireside chats with sell-side analysts. 

Accordingly, we continue to believe the most likely scenario is that Pretium’s assets are seized by its secured 

creditors as collateral. 

 


